
Private policy 
 

I'm trying to respect customer's privacy on the occasion of operation of AZBL24 Web site (It's called "our site" in the following.) by a corporation ell 

seeds and consider sufficiently to personal information as well as protect importantly and manage properly. 

 

1.   Personal information use aim 

I'll use customer's personal information for the purpose you're answering about advice to the destination and us where I'll offer 

information about our service, future's improvement about your request and a question as a principle. When offering me personal 

information when using it for the purpose that it's besides that, the purpose is being specified beforehand, so please check it. 

 

2.   Dissemination of information to a third person 

Elucidating, offering, transferring and doing customer's personal information for a third person except for the following case isn't done. 

・When there is an elucidation request from the third party with legal binding. 

・When there was agreement of the customer person himself. 

 

3.  Use of a cookie (Cookie) 

A cookie (Cookie) is being used by our site. When a customer returned to our site, the purpose of using a cookie (Cookie) is using to 

use it conveniently for the purpose and doesn't invade customer's privacy. 

The advertisement delivered from a third person such as Yahoo Japan Corp. sometimes appears on it by our site, and a third person 

concerned acquires and is sometimes using cookie information on the user who visited our site in relation to this. 

The cookie information acquired by a third person concerned is treated with a private policy of a third person concerned. 

The user can access the op toe-out page set up in the website of a third person concerned and suspend use to the advertisement delivery 

which is chosen cookie information for a third person concerned. 

When using a web page, cookies are the use history sent and received between the browser and the server and the mechanism to preserve 

the input contents as a file in customer's computer. When he accesses the same page next time, an operation person of a page can change 

indication every customer using information on a cookie. 

When a customer permits sending and receiving of a cookie by setting of a browser, a website can acquire a cookie from the user's 

browser. Further, customer's browser sends only the cookie Thurber in the website sent and received for privacy protection. 

Setting about the sending and receiving by which a customer is a cookie, "All cookies are permitted." "I refuse all cookies." "If a cookie 

is received, I notify the user.", it can be chosen from etc.. 

The setting method is different depending on browsers. Please confirm the setting method about a cookie by the "help" menu of the 

browser you use. 

All kinds' service on the internet uses it and for authentication's can't get any more necessary service when you choose the setting which 

refuses all cookies, I sometimes have the restrictions, so please be careful. 

 

 

4.  Coverage 

 

This private policy is applied only in our site. Total responsibility isn't shouldered about personal information protection by the other 

sites on which a link is stuck from our site. 

 


